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Friendly Reminder: By order of the Governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, a face
mask covering the nose and mouth is required to enter any business if you are not fully
vaccinated. Your safety and well-being are our utmost concern. Hand sanitizer is located
KATHY'S KREATIONS
141 East Main Street
Ligonier, PA 15658

Dear Stitchers,
Summer has arrived, and we’re here to help you make the most of it. The feel-good spirit of summer finds
us “on the go” once again. Our latest collection includes elegant, warm weather sweaters and tees in soft
pastels and gentle yarns to wear now, all inspired by sun-soaked days. We have a charming selection of lacy
shawls and colorful sock projects to take along wherever your travels may take you. Discover the latest knitting
trends here!
According to Lauren Adhav of Cosmopolitan Magazine, “Knitwear isn’t just for cold weather! Summer
Knitwear is having a major moment, and it’s just SO pretty — just another reason to look forward to the season.
There are a TON of lightweight, thinner knits that are so colorful and summery. Some designs even have details
like backless silhouettes, ribbed textures, and strappy features to make them look more appropriate for the
season.”
Dress it up or go casual — a charming knit or crochet cardigan is the season’s most versatile sweater. Mix or
match with a sleeveless tank and you’ll be ready for all your summer adventures, large or small. Explore our
airy designs and lightweight yarns to celebrate the summer with your needles and hooks all season long. Let’s
kick off summer!
IT'S “SUMMER READY” MONTH!
10% off all purchases of all regularly-priced BERROCO YARNS in stock throughout JUNE 2021
STORE HOURS -- WE ARE OPEN!
10:00 am - 4:00 pm Monday through Saturday, closed most Sundays
Open 10 am—7 pm Thursday, June 17, 2021 Ligonier Night Market
Please call us at 724-238-9320 for mail orders or curbside pick-up availability
We accept Mastercard, VISA, Discover, AX, Apple Pay & Google Pay
Private knitting and crocheting lessons Instructions are available by appointment
Finishing services & gift cards available Mail orders available -- no order too small!
Shopping at Kathy’s Kreations has never been easier COME IN - CALL UP - LOG ON
Like us, follow us and share us on Facebook (Kathy's Kreations; Ligonier, PA)
"We Love Kathy's" on Ravelry #kathyknitz on Instagram
Find us at our Ligonier Valley Chamber of Commerce Member
e-mail kathyknitz@gmail.com
please visit our website http://www.kathys-kreations.com

© Emma’s Yarn

*** GREAT NEW STUFF ***
Knit tops are the ultimate summer project! Fashion news is all about lightweight
tops this season — tees, tanks, cardies, and shawls — in soft pastels and gentle yarns.
We can help you choose one to make, keeping it simple or picking one with unique
details and fun techniques to learn. With either no or minimal sleeves, you can get
your new garment off the needles or hook and enjoy wearing it in a jiffy! Check out our beautiful
collection of elegant summertime sweaters and tees like CASAPINKA’s The Birdwatcher ($7.00 Ravelry Pro
download) and our lovely selection of lacy shawls and colorful sock project ideas...
EMMA’S YARN June 2021 Crazy Beautiful Club features gorgeous shades of delicate, feminine shades of
lavender and pink on a gray background. Emma was inspired by spring blooms filling the air with the most
amazing scents. This lovely colorway coordinates with a variety of neutral shades while still keeping it
happy and springy. Available here now on bases “Practically Perfect ($26.95, 100 grams, 400 yards, 80%
superwash merino/20% nylon, CYCA #2) and “Super Silky” ($29.95, 100 grams, 400 yards, 80% superwash
merino/20% silk, CYCA #2)...
Your favorite recycled yarn gets a new weight! BERROCO introduces “Remix Chunky” ($12.50, 100 grams,
139 yards, 30% nylon/27% cotton/24% acrylic/ 10% silk / 9% linen, CYCA #5), perfect for all your larger
gauge garments and accessories. We love it for LISA KNITS “Reader’s Wrap” #AC-10 ($5.00)! This machine
washable yarn is an all-season replacement for wool, and it just gets softer with wear and washing. This
wonderful yarn is also available in DK (“Remix Light”) and worsted weight (“Remix”). Knit and crochet
garments made from this yarn are comfortable in every way and very eco-friendly. We’ve also had
customers recommending “Remix” for chemo hats...
Add some luxury to your little one’s wardrobe with SIRDAR “Snuggly Cashmere Merino DK” ($11.50, 50
grams, 57% wool/33% acrylic/10% cashmere, 142 yards, CYCA #3). Spun with pure natural merino, high
quality acrylic and a touch of cozy cashmere for your most precious baby projects, it comes in a wide range
of beautiful contemporary shades. This luxurious yarn has excellent stitch definition and is a delight to
knit or crochet. It’s so super soft that you won’t want to stop stitching. Smooth and tightly plied, it is
designed for next-to-the-skin wear, and it’s machine washable, too. Kathy designed a baby hat pattern
with this yarn in mind (see page 6)...
Summer knit alongs are so much fun! It’s not too late to join in the fun of knitting CASAPINKA’s The
Noncho ($7.00 pattern, Ravelry Pro download available through Kathy’s Kreations). This striped poncho is
designed for either fingering or DK weight yarns and is figure-flattering for everyone. DK weight kits have
recently arrived featuring DREAM IN COLOR “Cosette DK”, EMMA’s YARN “Simple Spectacular DK” and BAAH
YARNS “Sonoma”. Kit prices vary with quantity needed for size (seven sizes are given in the pattern). This
design debuted in late April for National Bubble Tea Day. We also have a limited supply of HAND-DYED
CUTWORK “Boba” wooden stitch marker sets ($8.50), colorful and fun tools to bring vibrancy to your
knitting projects. Ask to see Kathy’s Noncho-in-progress...
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Light and smooth with a lovely pastel palette, FIBRA NATURA “Cotton True
Sport” ($7.50, 50 grams, 197 yards, 100% pima cotton, CYCA #2, shown right) is an
excellent choice for both baby knits and exquisite polished summer garments that
invite compliments...

Who wouldn’t like to have a simple sweater in their knitted wardrobe — something
basic that could be knit on circular needles without a fuss? The Throwback Tee
pattern ($6.00 Ravelry Pro download, shown right), designed by Wanda Eichler of
GRAYWOOD DESIGNS, is such a basic sweater t-shirt. This classic pullover features
raglan shaping with yarn-over patterning along the seams, a face-framing ballet
neckline, short sleeves, little or no shaping, mid hip length, all knit with a lightweight
yarn. This design was highly recommended by our customer Kathy C, who tell us that the pattern is
“well-written and chock full of design tips.” Worked with HiKOO’s Peruvian yarn, “Sueno” ($26.50, 100
grams, 255 yards, 80% superwash merino/20% viscose from bamboo, CYCA #3), the resulting knit fabric is
soft, great to style with jeans or skirts and comfortable to wear, with the bonus of being hand washable.
The perfect amount of spring combines with strength and wearability in mind, making knitting with it a
pleasure. This project is very suitable for a “My First Sweater” project...
We’re looking forward to the iconic things of summer — sunny weather, days at the beach, and
backyard outings. With all of that summertime fun, we need garments made with a yarn that can keep
up with us, like ROWAN “Creative Linen” ($15.50, 100 grams, 219 yards, 50% linen/50% cotton, CYCA #3).
This linen/cotton DK weight yarn is cool to work with and to wear as temperatures heat up. The soft feel
will keep you comfortable and the crisp stitch definition ensures that lace and texture patterns will pop
in everything from tanks and tees to shawls and scarves. You’ll never run out of ideas for what to make
with ROWAN “Creative Linen”, like the Clamber by Norah Gaughan ($6.50 Ravelry Pro download available
at Kathy’s Kreations, shown page 8, upper left), a swing-style, relaxed fit, very unstructured cardie
that’s halfway between a cardigan and a shrug...
Soft, luscious 100% baby alpaca in a wide range of colors, JUNIPER MOON FARMS “Herriot” is a wonder!
($22.50, 100 grams, 218 yards, 100% baby alpaca, CYCA #3) This cozy 4-ply yarn has a slight halo and
works up between a light worsted and a DK weight gauge. Imagine heavenly soft sweaters with elegant
drape and warm berets and scarves. This would be a great choice for Kathy’s “Cables & Textures Hat &
Mitts” design ($5.00 pattern)...
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Here’s something really cool — SCHOEPPEL’s “Cotton Ball” ($22.50, 100 grams, 462 yards, 100%
cotton / CYCA 2). This long-staple cotton is sourced from Greece and dyed in Shadow Colors through the
use of a new environmentally-friendly water technology. This yarn features a cool hand and superior
drape. It is an excellent choice for the Pebble Beach Shawl, designed by Helen Stewart ($7.09 USD,
Ravelry Pro download available at Kathy’s Kreations). This wrap is a light, crescent-shaped accessory,
perfect for keeping off chilly breezes on Summer evenings. The shawl is knit with one or two skeins of
luxury yarn, and is the perfect take-along travel knitting project. A simple yet effective lace pattern
(easy to memorize, no charts!) drapes beautifully across the shoulders and the picot bind off gives it a
polished finish. The pattern is written for three sizes — shawlette, medium and large. Ideal for special
occasions and “enchanted evenings”...
We are always curious about the inspiration behind designs and hand-dyed colorways. DREAM IN COLOR
recently introduced a sunny day shade called Sonoran Magic, inspired by the Sonora
Desert near their Arizona headquarters. We are loving the soft sand background
with splashes of pink, peach and green. It is available here now on their incredibly
soft “flagship” worsted yarn base “Classy” ($24.50, 113 grams, 250 yards, 100%
superfine Australian merino wool superwash, CYCA #4, shown left)...
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*** MORE GREAT NEW STUFF ***

© Casapinka

*** JUNE 2021 KNIT ALONG (KAL) ***
Our June 2021 knit along features airy, lace accessories from one of our favorite
designers, Casapinka. She has been inspired by Downton Abbey fans to create the Lady
Edith Writing Cowl (shown upper left, $6.00, Ravelry Pro download available from
Kathy’s Kreations). This begins with rib, and two lace patterns that are reminiscent of
some of the tiaras and headdresses that Lady Edith wore in the series. This cowl is
delicate and comes in human, cat, dog and iguana sizes and is made with one skein of
fingering and a bit of mohair or contrast fingering. The Countess of Grantham Hat
(shown lower right, $5.00, Ravelry Pro download available from Kathy’s Kreations) might not give you the wit
of the Dowager, but it does make a pretty hat. Casapinka tells us this is a good pattern for drinking tea and
watching Downton Abbey re-runs. It is a match to Lady Edith’s cowl. You may use any fingering weight yarn.
This is an ideal project for an advanced beginner knitter who has done a bit of lace. There are no charts with
either lace pattern, but the use of stitch markers between repeats is recommended...
Join us in person every Friday during June 2021 (rsvp please, occupancy limited) to work on this
Casapinka release, the Maryland Road Trip, or any other project purchased here from 10:00 am—2:00 pm or
follow along on our June 2021 Ravelry thread on “We Love Kathy’s”…
*** UPCOMING CLASSES (please call 724-238-9320 to register for all classes) ***
Let's Knit A Hat! is a fun skill-building “hands on” opportunity offered by instructor Karen McCullough on
Tuesday, June 1, 2021; 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm. This month’s project is October Light, designed by Cynthia
Spencer of REALLY CLEAR DESIGNS. Class supplies include 200 yards of worsted weight yarn in a main color
and small amounts of contrasting worsted in three or more colors, US 5 & 7 circular knitting needles in 16”
length, and US size 7 double-pointed needles. Karen will demonstrate the two-handed, two-color Fair Isle
knitting technique. Registration fee of $20.00, plus purchase of pattern from Kathy’s Kreations ($5.00). Make
this the summer of knit hats!
Our Building Blocks class series resumes on Tuesday, July 20, 2021; 1:00 pm –3:00 pm with instructor
Karen McCullough. This knitting series was designed by Michelle Hunter specifically to help grow your skills
while you navigate through major knitting techniques and principles while knitting sampler squares to
eventually make an afghan. Each class will focus upon a technique to broaden your understanding. The
topic is Right Twist, dramatic two-stitch mini-cables that are the result of knitting stitches out of order,
made without using a cable needle. Registration fee is $20.00 per session plus purchase of book and yarn
from Kathy's Kreations. Want to learn more? Please give us a call at 724-238-9320 for information on any of
our upcoming classes or to schedule a private knit or crochet lesson...
Always been a little curious about brioche knitting? Or, maybe you know just a little, but not quite
enough? We’ve got a class coming up with instructor Marian Lech that is just the
answer. Let’s Do Brioche,
Part 1 on Tuesday, June 8, 2021, 10:30 am —1:30 pm, is an introductory class for
those who have never done brioche or need a refresher. In this class, you will learn
about terms, stitches and basic brioche techniques. Student supplies include
swatching yarn in worsted weight and US 7 or 8 knitting needles (straight or
circular), or purchase supplies here before class. Class fee $20. Limit 4 students.
A follow-up class with two-color brioche technique will be scheduled at a later
date...
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*** KNITWEAR TRENDS FOR SUMMER 2021 *** According to the website Brunette
From Wall Street, knitwear is the biggest trend for Summer 2021. Feminine pink and
lilac are very popular shades to choose. FYI:
“Strappy knitwear” is a new knitwear trend that is rising fast — probably faster than you can tie the tie
of a fashionable cardigan around your waist...
Vests — a cropped, pretty vest is a must-have you’ll want to add to your wardrobe
Cardigan Set — although popular for a while, knitwear designers keep making them pretty; cropped
cardigans are the biggest trend; puff sleeve cardigan
Short cardigan with a collar (exaggerated collar, lace collar, sweetheart neckline) * Knitted athletic top
Knit polo shirt * Classic fitted tank top

*

Backless silhouettes * Ribbed textures

Lacy rectangular stoles (like SKACEL’s The Merry Stole, shown upper right)
*** NEWS FROM CASAPINKA ***
CASAPINKA is working on a new design called Talk to the Paw, which will be released in mid-July. It’s
pretty much a surprise, but we can tell you that it’s the perfect project for a single skein of 400 yards of
fingering weight in solid, tonal, variegated or speckles. In essence, this one-skein wonder will be great
for relaxing while sitting at the beach or porch.
Sharon From Security, Finn from Interpol, Kit Kat, and Casapinka are having a wonderful time
preparing for their annual August Mystery Knitalong (MKAL). It will begin in mid-August. That’s all we
know for now, but will keep you informed as soon as we have more news...
*** LIGONIER NIGHT MARKET DATES ***
For a second year, the Ligonier Country Market and the Ligonier Valley Chamber of Commerce are
teaming up to bring the experience of the Saturday morning market to the Ligonier Diamond Park.
Market goers can look forward to visiting their favorite producers and processors, delighting in local
restaurants, and exploring merchant shops. Kathy’s Kreations will be open extended hours on the third
Thursday of the month during the summer of 2021. The 2021 scheduled monthly dates are Thursdays,
June 17, July 15,
August 19, and September 16. Kathy’s Kreations will be open 10:00 am—7:00 pm on those dates,
allowing shoppers to join us after work...
*** FORT LIGONIER DAYS ***
Yes, Fort Ligonier Days are on! This premier fall festival is scheduled for October 8, 9, and 10,
2021. Commemorating a key battle of the French & Indian War, Fort Ligonier Days draws many visitors
each year to our quaint, picturesque town. With a backdrop of spectacular fall foliage as its setting, a
variety of activities are found around the beautiful Ligonier Diamond, throughout the historic town, and
at the authentic reconstructed Fort Ligonier. Kathy’s Kreations will be running both indoor and outdoor
sales all weekend long!
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*** KNITTING TIP *** To avoid striping or color pooling, Kathy recommends
alternating skeins of yarn throughout your project when using tonal or variegated
yarns (every two rows when working a two-skein project, every row when working a
project with 3 skeins or more). A bonus is that you only will weave in ends at the
beginning and end of your work...
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*** FALL FLING 2021 ***

Kathy’s Kreations invites you to join us for our 12th annual “Fall Fling” Knitting Workshop,
hosted by Kathy Zimmerman. We are delighted to announce that the brilliant and talented Jolie
Elder will be back by popular demand, teaching a nine-hour workshop at the Ramada Inn in historic
Ligonier, PA. Jolie will share her techniques for Easy Reversible Cables in a six-hour session on Saturday. Featured project is a special treat, the Legerdemain Scarf (shown upper right). Yarn for
this project will be included with registration (six skeins of Berroco Ultra Alpaca Light). On Saturday morning, we’ll work our way through the basics of reversible cables. On Saturday afternoon, we’ll look at a centerout cast-on and a Y-increase. Participants will be able to design their own hat with a reversible cabled brim. On Sunday, we’ll cover a special technique called Knit Faster With Combination Knitting.

Decription from Jolie: “We’ll enjoy a weekend of working reversible cables and knitting faster. On Saturday morning, we’ll learn how to make easy reversible cables. You’ll be surprised you haven’t seen this technique before, it is so
simple and satisfying. On Saturday afternoon, we’ll design our own top-down hat with a reversible cabled brim. The
finished hat is warm and fits a wide variety of head sizes. On Sunday, we’ll learn tricks for knitting faster while improving our tension at the same time.”
The weekend package includes an after-hours boxed meal and special shopping time at Kathy’s Kreations (Friday
evening); an informal meet & greet on Friday evening to get acquainted; an optional Friday evening knit along; morning
coffee breaks and two lunches at the Ramada; classes Saturday and Sunday; extended lunch break on Saturday with
time to shop in the pretty town of Ligonier and goodie bags. Registration is $250 per person. Overnight lodging is not
included and is optional for local participants. For more information, please contact Kathy at 724-238-9320 or by email, kathyknitz@gmail.com
*** KATHY’S SNUGGLY STRIPED BABY HAT ***
SIZES: Newborn (baby in parentheses)
FINISHED HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE: 14-1/2 (16)”
MATERIALS: SIRDAR “Snuggly Cashmerino Silk DK” one ball in each of three colors (A, B, C);
US sizes 3 & 5 circular knitting needles in 16” length OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN GAUGE;
US size 5 double-pointed needles; stitch marker; tapestry needle for finishing
GAUGE: 22 stitches / 28 rounds = 4” in stockinette stitch, after blocking
NOTE: When working striped section, carry color not in use up work. Bring new color under old color every 4 rounds and twist to
prevent a hole.
DIRECTIONS: With smaller circular needles and color A, cast on 80 (88) stitches. Work in
K2, P2 rib for 1”. Cut yarn A. Change to larger circular needle & color B. Knit 4 rounds color B, knit 4 rounds color C until piece
measures 5 (5-1/2)” ending with a complete stripe of either color. Shape crown, continuing stripe sequence, and changing to double-pointed needles when necessary:
Round 1: *K6, k2tog; repeat from * around: 70 (77) sts.
Rounds 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12: K around.
Round 3: *K5, K2tog; repeat from * around: 60 (66) sts.
Round 5: *K4, K2tog; repeat from * around: 50 (55) sts.
Round 7: *K3, K2tog; repeat from * around: 40 (44) sts.
Round 9: *K2, K2tog; repeat from * around: 30 (33) sts.
Round 11: *K1, K2tog; repeat from * around: 20 (22) sts
Round 13: *K2tog; repeat from * around: 10 (11) sts.

Cut yarn, leaving a 8” tail. Thread yarn through tapestry needle and
in ends. Block lightly.
©2021 Kathy Zimmerman, Kathy’s Kreations. All rights reserved.

weave through remaining sts. Pull up tightly and secure. Weave

*** MARYLAND ROAD TRIP MYSTERY SHAWL ***

Designs

This year, knitting friends Cynthia Spencer and Valerie Reed are on the road again, this
time to Valerie’s home state of Maryland. We are so excited to share with you our mystery
knit along and invite you to join the fun!
The 2021 Road Trip Mystery is a beautiful shawl with an unusual shape. The final shape is
a bit of a mystery, but we’re told that it’s a cross between a triangle shape and a scarf, and
very wearable. The pattern is divided into 8 sections, an introduction, a conclusion, and six
legs featuring different stitch patterns inspired by various regions, landmarks, and natural wonders found in
Maryland.
Each leg of the journey will include two different stitch patterns to choose from (Cynthia’s or Valerie’s), opening the door to a grand choose-your-own summer knitting adventure. The pattern is being released on Ravelry and
is available to purchase through Kathy’s Kreations as a Ravelry Pro yarn shop. The sections are being released one
at a time, running now through the end of July, and the pattern will be updated as the pattern clues are revealed.
Cynthia Spencer was with us for the kick-off during our Spring Break. A few special color packs from BAAH
YARNS “La Jolla” are still available but are almost gone. No worries, we can put together “one of a kind” kits for
you from our fingering weight collections...
*** STEEL VALLEY YARN CRAWL ***
The Steel Valley Yarn Crawl has a new look this year. This 8th annual event is a Pittsburgh-area happening and
will be held July 30—August 8, 2021. Six shops are participating: Kathy’s Kreations; Kid Ewe Knot, McWalker
Yarns, Raggz, Sewickley Yarns, and Yarns by Design. For general information, please visit the new website,
thesteelvalleyyarncrawl.com or contact thesteelvalleyyarncrawl@gmail.com
Rules of engagement include:


Passports must be purchased from one of the participating yarn stores.



Each participant must have their own passport with only ONE passport per person.



Each participant must fill out the contact information on the passport. Please print clearly — we need the



information to be able to contact you!



Each participant must be present at each yarn shop to receive their stamp (i.e., no proxy crawling).



Each participant must be at least 18 years of age.



All completed passports must be turned in by the end of business on August 8, 2021 to the last store your visit.



All prize winners will be posted online at our Ravelry and Facebook pages and will be contacted within 30 days
of the end of the crawl.



Winners who have not claimed their prizes in 30 days will forfeit them and alternate winners will be chosen.



Please be respectful and comply with Health and Safety precautions at each shop.
Kathy’s Kreations will have extended hours for the crawl:

Fridays and Saturdays 7/30, 7/31, 8/6 & 8/7 open 9:00 am—4:00 pm
Sundays 8/1 & 8/8 open 11:00 am—4:00 pm
Monday through Thursday 8/2—8/5 open 10:00 am—4:00 pm
Passports will be available to purchase for $12, beginning July 1, 2021. A special bracelet with
a collector’s item stitch marker comes with the passport. You can collect a unique stitch marker
from each shop to add to your bracelet when you have your passport stamped at each destination.
In addition to a new logo (shown left), there are door prizes, a drawing and a few new surprises in
store. Save the Date!

© Norah Gaughan

*** CALENDAR OF EVENTS ***
Your safety and well-being are our utmost concern. All in-shop events have resumed, but
please call ahead for space availability. For everyone's health safety, a face mask covering both
nose and mouth is required if you are not fully vaccinated. Hand sanitizer is available throughout the store and encouraged to use before shopping. Please check in with our Facebook page
(Kathy's Kreations; Ligonier, PA) and Instagram (#kathyknitz) for updated information.

*** JUNE KNIT-ALONG (KAL) ***
Stop by on Fridays during June 2021 from 10 am - 2 pm (rsvp please, as occupancy is limited) to work on our
newest KALs with your stitching friends to cheer you on. This month, we feature two Casapinka lace projects, Lady
Edith Cowl and Countess Grantham Hat, and are continuing on with the Maryland Road Trip Mystery Shawl. Not
working on the KAL? You are still welcome to come -- simply bring any knit or crochet project purchased at
Kathy's Kreations and join the group (free!). Follow us on "We Love Kathy's" Ravelry group June 2021 thread...
*** WORLDWIDE KNITTING & CROCHETING IN PUBLIC DAY ***
Weather permitting, join us on Saturday, June 12, 2021 for some stitching in the outdoors. Snacks and refreshments will be provided. Please call 724-238-9320 for details...
*** FUN FRIDAY, June 18, 2021; 10:00 am - 2:00 pm ***
Come in for the yarn and leave with friendships! Join our "knitting community" for fellowship, stitching, and
how-to's for projects purchased here. Whether this is your first project or your hundredth, this is the place for
you to learn, grow and enjoy being with other knitters and crocheters just like you. RSVP please, as occupancy is
limited.
*** "LET'S KNIT A HAT!"; Tuesday, June 1, 2021; 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm ***
*** “LET’S DO BRIOCHE PART 1: The Basics”; Tuesday, June 8, 2021, 12 noon—3:00 pm
*** LIGONIER NIGHT MARKET; Thursday, June 17, 2021 ***
We’re open until 7:00 pm. Your favorite Country Market vendors will be outdoors around the Ligonier Diamond.
Join us for a fun night out in the heart of Ligonier!
*** SUMMER IN LIGONIER ARTS & CRAFTS; Friday & Saturday, July 16—17, 2021 ***
Enjoy arts, crafts, merchant sidewalk sales, kids activities, balloon artists, face painting, kettle corn and more!
Kathy’s Kreations will feature both indoor and outdoor (weather permitting) sidewalk sales including hand knit and
handcrafted items...
*** "BUILDING BLOCKS"; Tuesday, July 20, 2021; 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm ***
Private knitting and crocheting lessons available by appointment. Learning to knit or correcting mistakes are
not the only reasons to have a one-on-one tutoring lesson. Learn specialized skills like lace or short rows, or
get help with a pattern before starting -- our instructors can do it all! Additional group classes are forming -ask us for details. We would be glad to do a specific class topic for groups of 4 or more. Kathy's Kreations has
been the helpful hands of experienced knitting for more than 41 years!
We’ve got the inspiration for your next project (and the how-to’s, as well!)
KEEP KNITTING AND CROCHETING!

Kathy

